19 Pin Connector Wiring Options

19P1
19 PIN CONNECTOR - 3 C-FORM CONTACTS
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (N&P)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

19P2
19 PIN CONNECTOR - 2 C-FORM CONTACTS
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (K&L, N&P)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

19P3
19 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
THREE INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

19P4
19 PIN CONNECTOR
FOUR INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H, D&E)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

19P1A
19 PIN CONNECTOR - 3 C-FORM CONTACTS
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (N&P)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

19P2A
19 PIN CONNECTOR - 2 C-FORM CONTACTS
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (K&L, N&P)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

19P3A
19 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
THREE INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

19P4A
19 PIN CONNECTOR
FOUR INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H, D&E)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

10 Pin Connector Wiring Options

10P1
10 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (G&H)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

10P2
10 PIN CONNECTOR
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (D&E, G&H)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

10P1A
10 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (G&H)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

10P2A
10 PIN CONNECTOR
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (D&E, G&H)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

6 Pin Connector Wiring Options

6P
6 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT

6P1
6 PIN CONNECTOR
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (D&E)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

6P1A
6 PIN CONNECTOR
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (D&E)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

All wiring diagrams listed above are our most common. Please contact us for custom wiring.
12 Pin Connector Wiring Options

12P

12 PIN CONNECTOR - 3 C-FORM CONTACTS

12P1

12 PIN CONNECTOR - 2 C-FORM CONTACTS
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (K&L)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

12P1A

12 PIN CONNECTOR - 2 C-FORM CONTACTS
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (K&L)
OPEN SWITCHING

12P2

12 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (K&L, G&H)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

12P2A

12 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (K&L, G&H)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

12P3

12 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
THREE INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

12P3A

12 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
THREE INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

12P4

12 PIN CONNECTOR
FOUR INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H, D&E)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

12P4A

12 PIN CONNECTOR
FOUR INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H, D&E)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

15 Pin Connector Wiring Options

15P

15 PIN CONNECTOR - 4 C-FORM CONTACTS

15P1

15 PIN CONNECTOR - 3 C-FORM CONTACTS
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (N&P)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

15P1A

15 PIN CONNECTOR - 3 C-FORM CONTACTS
ONE INHIBIT CONTACT (N&P)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

15P2

15 PIN CONNECTOR - 2 C-FORM CONTACT
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (K&L, N&P)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

15P2A

15 PIN CONNECTOR - 2 C-FORM CONTACT
TWO INHIBIT CONTACTS (K&L, N&P)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

15P3

15 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
THREE INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

15P3A

15 PIN CONNECTOR - 1 C-FORM CONTACT
THREE INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

15P4

15 PIN CONNECTOR
FOUR INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H, D&E)
CLOSED DURING SWITCHING

15P4A

15 PIN CONNECTOR
FOUR INHIBIT CONTACTS (N&P, K&L, G&H, D&E)
OPEN DURING SWITCHING

All wiring diagrams listed above are our most common. Please contact us for custom wiring.